Real-Time Insights for Business Operations

Unleash the power of data so that we can enable shared success and put you in the driver’s seat.
Empower what you already own with our user-friendly no-code platform

Webee is a no-coding, end-to-end technology solution that allows simple connectivity through sensors and devices, intuitive data stream processing, and AI analytics.

Easily leverage data from your current systems to deliver intuitive and robust applications while eliminating any obstacles related to fragmentation, scalability, security, or implementation. We take the complex and make it simple.

Zoom through data extraction and induce a successful digital transformation with Webee’s customized edge-connectivity and AI algorithms.
Achieve end-to-end visibility with aggregated and desegregated real-time data

We accelerate the development and deployment of edge-to-cloud technologies to reveal limitless innovation across every level of your organization. Our patented technology enables access to the Internet of Things, Artificial Intelligence, and Computer Vision solutions within a matter of hours.
Start by connecting our proprietary gateway and universal Stick-And-Play sensors and controllers with their associated inputs to measure physical variables and control your applications. Our DIY hardware gets you up and running right away. Fun fact: You can also connect to external sources or real-time data streams.

Our Logic Builder allows you to conveniently create rules and actions while processing and transforming data streams intuitively through a no-code drag and drop visual interface.

Our App Builder and AI analytics at the edge allows to monitor operations in real-time, receive alerts and recommendations, and automate processes efficiently, anytime, anywhere. Our APIs can also send insights to the external system of your choice.
**Hardware**
Webee’s multi-protocol industrial gateway sm3001x and our universal sensors adapt to multiple environmental conditions and get yours up and running almost instantly.

**Sensor Connection Manager**
Connect sensors, machines, and other IoT devices to the cloud and to other devices. Manage and control your connection to an IoT Platform and register connected devices for the purpose of organization, management, and status control.

**Visual Data Flow**
The Visual IoT Designer provides a stunning visual canvas for designing and building your IoT applications. This powerful tool helps to develop IOT use-case scenarios for easy testing and simulation, and to deploy solutions at scale.

**Apps and Analytics**
Apps & Analytics Builder offers a relevant menu of components for personalizing your dashboards. Organize the data based on your preference. Distribute customized dashboards to your end users through a central web page.
With HQ in Silicon Valley, our mission is to provide business value and growth acceleration by democratizing the adoption of AI and IOT via patented cutting-edge hardware and ready-to-deploy software. But, it’s not about us - it’s about how our emerging technologies can help to empower your organization.